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'Beyond the Divide?'
The crucial importance of interaction
People who believe in God – in 'personal' or 'abstract' terms or both – and
people who deny the existence or reality of God altogether, relate to each
other in various ways. They may confront one another with verbal candour or,
as happens too readily, with violent action. They may collaborate, setting aside
their differences in belief and working together socially (such as running food
banks) or politically (campaigning on the climate crisis, for example). They may
also converse, engaging with each other at the intellectual level.
The third option – to converse – is not purely a purely academic exercise,
for both understanding and misunderstanding other people's beliefs can have
huge implications. For beliefs, whether subconscious or articulated, underpin
how we treat one another and our global habitat.
Take the ideology that has dominated civilization for some three
centuries, namely capitalism. This has made a profound impact on individual and
communal values and life styles, as well as on our planet's health. The notion at
its heart - infinite growth powered by greed – is fundamentally flawed, for
Earth is finite. Unbridled capitalism is impossible to sustain and has already
wrought terrible damage on both the human and natural worlds.
What we believe and how we interact with those whose beliefs are
different from our own are more important than ever, crucial to the future
flourishing of every facet of our 'Common Home'.
Recognizing the centrality of belief (religious or otherwise), the
Progressive Christianity Network Britain held a conference this June in London
to explore how we may go 'beyond the divide' that too often negatively affects
relations between 'believers' and 'atheists'.
Chris Avis, Mary and
myself attended.
Ten pointers for 'bridging the divide'
The philosopher and author Julian Baggini
addressed the question as an atheist. In contrast
to militant atheists like Richard Dawkins who
relentlessly attack religious claims and practices –
sometimes with justification – Julian proved to be
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a calm, wise and witty thinker, eager to bridge the divide insofar as his
convictions allow.
He outlined the attitudes he believes fruitful dialogue requires by using
the Ten Commandments as a familiar peg for his ideas. Here are his ten
pointers:
1 Be totally honest – about our convictions, our different 'gods'.
2 Beware of idolatry – treating our 'texts' and 'dogmas' as beyond question.
3 Remember that predispositions colour all our beliefs – whether based on
'faith' or 'reason'.
4 Don't be obsessed 24/7 with your worldview – there are many facets to our
lives.
5 Acknowledge our common inheritance – modern western civilization is based
on both Greek philosophy and Christianity.
6 Discuss, not debate – debate generates heat (point-scoring, hostility, even
violence), discussion generates light (understanding and tolerance)
7 Be faithful to what you sincerely believe – but aware of the limitations of
belief.
8 Don't claim ownership of all that's good in civilization!
9 Don't misrepresent the other's point of view - Religion, for instance, is NOT
'the root of all evil'.
10 Don't envy the other's apparent success – focus on features which can unite
us (such as the 'agape' love concept now vital to our very survival).
I hope I have conveyed Julian's thoughts faithfully!
Talking about our convictions outside our own 'circle of belief' is
something we probably shy away from either because we're not clear or
confident enough to do so or simply because we don't wish to upset apple carts.
But there will still be the odd occasion when an avowed atheist confronts us.
Julian Baggini's ideas may help shape our response.

Edward Hulme
NB. A 3 CD set of all the talks, including also Harriet Harris, Richard Holloway
and Q&A, is available from Chris Avis at Southernhay for £6.00
(£8 if ordered by post).
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The last two summer months have been quiet for Heavitree & Pinhoe and
many of us have been enjoying the lovely sunny weather.
The newly purchased electric piano has already been put to good use
lately; well done Sue.
It was decided to hold a BBQ in the garden at Pinhoe after the recent
joint service, which was well attended and enjoyed by both churches. We were
joined by people from the Isca Fellowship who use Trinity Church at Pinhoe and
occasionally join with us for various events. The BBQ raised £50 for the Septic
Trust.
It was good to see the Rust family at Pinhoe (Anna, Alasdair, and Dad
Alan). Anna was on a flying visit to family and friends, including her brother,
before returning to her job of teaching years one and two for the first time;
her only comment was that they are so tiny. Good luck, Anna. We must also
continue to give thanks to Alan who keeps our photocopier running.
We look forward now to our joint Harvest Service with Pinhoe at the end
of the month which will be followed by a Harvest Lunch
We remember at this time of the year all the children and young people
who are returning to their schools, or moving on to new schools as they continue
with their careers. Also, we remember all our friends and members who are
unable to worship with us or are unwell at this time.
Don’t we sometimes take for granted all the treasurers of the sky,
The rainbow after showers, and the white clouds riding high?
Nature weaves eternal wonders, greater far than man could do:
Seasons in their timeless pattern, as the light of day breaks through.

Pat Mortimore
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Southernhay Flowers for July/August
July 7th Given by John & Jean Scarfe for the
anniversary of their becoming church members.
14th Given by Gwen Couch for her Birthday.
21st Silk flowers used.
28th From church funds.
August 4th Silk flowers used.
11th From church funds.
18th Silk flowers used and wedding flowers.
25th From church funds.

Margaret Collman

Pastoral Coordinators:
Dorothy King
01392 250464
Jean Noble jeandnoble@yahoo.co.uk
01392 253606

On Monday 19th August a well attended
thanksgiving service for the life of Maurice Foster
was held at Southernhay. Maurice had been active
in the church all of his life, having been baptised
there and also married Vi. A lovely man – we shall
miss him very much.
- - - Margaret, Alan, John and family would like to thank everyone at
Southernhay for all their love and support given to Maurice over the years and
especially over the past few months.
His Service of Thanksgiving, which so many attended, was a fitting tribute to
his long life.
Alan Bullock
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At the time of writing, Cynthia Hanson is due to have a small heart
procedure at the RD&E on Saturday 31st August. We hope all went according to
plan and that you are now feeling the benefits, Cynthia.

There is no Coffee Concert in September, but recordings
of past concerts are available from Chris Avis for £3
each, including 'Flute Cake,' 'No Refunds' and 'Organ
Lollipops'.

Alice Grange doesn’t have a computer now so
can only receive communication by letter, as
she is unable to use the telephone due to her
deafness.

At the Mint Methodist Church, Fore Street, Exeter on Wednesdays
with tea/coffee from 10.00 am and talks from 10.45 to 12.00.
Sept 4th Dr Peter Brinsden, retired Medical Director, Bourn Hall Clinic,
Cambridge - Admiral Lord Nelson, Hero... and Hypochondriac?
11th Alan Rosevear, Local Historian - Travel in Exeter before the Train
18th Mick Harrison, Retired Police Officer - Policing in Devon and Exeter
25th Karen Deveraj, Operations Manager, CAB, Exeter - The Work of the
Citizens' Advice Bureau
nd
October 2 Professor Sir Steve Smith, Vice-Chancellor, University of
Exeter
Admission £3. Members free. Membership £25 for six months.
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At the group's first meeting in July, David Force
came and gave a very interesting talk about antiques. He
also included a game of Call My Bluff.
The following week, Clive Yeates gave a talk
entitled “From Behind the Stop Watch.” I’m sure the
members would agree it was a very interesting and amusing afternoon listening
to Clive’s journey through his experience working in time and motion.
The last outing of the season was to Weymouth where once again the
weather was kind and a good day was had by all. At the last meeting of the
season, some of our own members entertained us with poetry and memories of
their lives' journeys.
September Programme
5th Opening meeting
12th Headway, Holly Keating
19th Harvest Sale
26th Outing

Anne Richardson
Bangladesh
Sponsored by Heavitree

The Water of Life
Bangladesh is a land where you see
water everywhere. But disasters and
climate change contribute to a shortage
of safe drinking water.
Christian Aid has formed a
partnership with the Bangladesh Centre
for Advanced Studies (BCAS). BCAS
combines scientific know-how with the
skills ordinary people. Together they come
up with lasting solutions, tailored to local
conditions.
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Christian Aid is also funding a project working with 2500 vulnerable
families in five areas of great need. Each location suffers from a unique set of
problems.
Problems include things such as increased salinity. This affects health in
many ways. There are problems with fetching water during flooding, or wells
being contaminated by sewage during floods.
The solutions are wide ranging These include improved and better sited
wells. There are better systems to filter water of poor quality. There are also
improved ways of harvesting and storing rainwater.
Pani Parishads (people’s water committees) are trained and equipped to
implement the best solutions for each area. These are based on the priorities
and needs of local people.
Since they were formed, Pani Parishads have tackled other issues
affecting communities. These include the quality of education services and land
tenure issues. In the light of their successes, BCAS began setting up other Pani
Parishads, or water councils, more widely.
What a joy is it to see the water councils provide a forum for
communities to seek solutions to their specific problems: salinated water,
education, health and other issues that impede the quality of life can now be
addressed effectively.
Your prayers and activism are essential for the work of global justice.
Thank you for your continued support for Commitment for Life and other global
justice programmes.

Southernhay Afternoon Guild
Guild Co-ordinators: Anthea Chapman & Michael Goddard
Time 2.30 4.00 pm
Mondays
2nd September Joseph Rowntree - Quaker, Enlightened
Employer and Social Reformer. Speaker: John Scarfe.
7th October Dogs' Trust, who we are and what we do.
Speaker: Amy Bingham.
4th November What did Brunel do for us? Speaker: David Force.
December Christmas Lunch. (to be arranged)
The subscription for the Autumn meetings is £5
payable at the first meeting on 2nd September 2019
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Amanda
Tune: 'Maria', Leonard Bernstein, West Side Story
[This was performed by Chris at the recent 'No Refunds' Coffee Concert,
the complete CD of which is still available for £3.00]

Intro: The most challenging sound we ever heard:
Amanda, Amanda, Amanda;
Lots of things to astound all our world in a single word:
Amanda, Amanda, Amanda, Amanda,
Amanda, our church now is led by Amanda
And each and every day our spirits always stay well fed.
Amanda, we hope she will never meander
And go off on a search to find another church instead.
Amanda, you're the best one we've had since Iain,
Which is why I have written this paean,
Amanda, we'll never stop taking a gander.
Amanda, a most versatile single-hander
Was at the URC and Uni chaplaincy as well.
Amanda, decided with absolute candour
That Southernhay is best, as any of the rest can tell.
Amanda, when she preaches, we understand her
And believe there is nobody grander.
Amanda, we're so pleased we managed to land her.
Amanda, to her every wish we will pander;
Whatever she may ask is not too great a task to dread.
Amanda, our guardian is how we would brand her:
She sees into our souls, except where there are holes instead.
Amanda, she is helping us seek for truth
With a guide by her side called Foof.
Amanda, our deepest devotion we hand her.
A most challenging stay at Southernhay – Amanda!
Chris Avis
September 2017+
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Donate to Southernhay Church
without paying a penny yourself!
Have you seen the notice on the Order of Service over the last few
weeks about Amazon Smile? No? Well, never mind, here's the information. If
you purchase goods from Amazon, select the Smile tab and choose Southernhay
Church Charity, Amazon will give to Southernhay Church a % of the money you
spend with them.
Do you know about Easyfundraising? Southernhay Church is registered
with this site and there are 1000s of retailers, services etc where you can shop
on line and these sellers will donate a % of the money you spend with them, to
us. Find out more at
https://www.easyfundraising.org.uk/causes/southernhaychurch/
Since we have been registered with Easyfundraising we have raised
£1,015 for Southernhay Church. If you would like more information, either
Diane Burch or Chris Avis can tell you more.

Have you heard about Ecobricks?
Some time ago we had a talk about these
at the complex I live in and I have found a
number of sites online that explain more about
them. The information below explains briefly
what they are and how to make a few, or more.
What is an ecobrick?
An ecobrick is a building block made entirely from unrecyclable plastic.
It’s created by filling a plastic bottle with clean, dry plastic until it’s packed
tightly and can be used as a building block.
What are ecobricks used for?
The plastic in an ecobrick is very durable and will never break down,
making it an ideal building material. They’re used in developing countries to
construct furniture and even buildings, and they’re also used in the UK to build
children’s playground furniture etc.
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How to create an Ecobrick
Choose a bottle. The key thing to think about is size. Any size bottle will
work as an ecobrick, but the average size tends to be between 500ml to 1.5l.
Prepare your plastic. Any plastic that you put in your brick needs to be
clean and dry – any dirt can lead to microbiological growth and methane forming
inside your brick.
You’ll need a stick to poke the plastic in your bottle down so you can fit in as
much as possible, but remember to put in your ecobrick only material that can’t
be recycled or won’t break down, so no metal, paper, card, food waste or glass.
Weigh your ecobrick to make sure that it is packed as tightly as possible to
make it really strong. Obviously, the weight of a brick depends on the size of
the bottle used, but as a rough guide a 500ml bottle should weigh around 175g
when full, and a 1.5l bottle around 500g. Don't overfill your brick.
When you have completed your Eco brick(s), please take it to Southernhay for
me to take home and arrange for its collection.

Diane Burch

Southernhay Songs of Praise
Sunday 13th October
at 6.00pm
The Great West Run is taking place on 13th October and so there will not
be a morning service. This year the Elders have decided that we should meet at
6pm for a Songs of Praise service. I am pleased to say that the Metropolitan
Community Church which normally uses our building for its own service at that
time has agreed to join us.
The Church Meeting agreed that on this occasion we might have a broadbased theme for the service rather than a general mix of favourite hymns and
readings. To this end we have chosen the following theme which we hope will
offer people plenty of scope to nominate their choices:
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'Our World, One World' A choice of hymns and readings on the wonders of
creation, how we should look after our planet and how we should share its
resources across all communities and nations.
This is the time of the year when the seasons are changing and it is also
the month in which One World Week focuses on global justice. This year their
theme for the week is ‘Climate changes everything, now is the time to act’
We look forward to receiving your suggestions and will try to include as
many as possible. Please can you give them to me or any of the Elders by the
last Sunday in September at the latest, so that we can put the service together.
And please let us know if you would like to talk briefly about your choice during
the service. Finally, do come along and join us on the 13th of October.

John Thorndyke

Commitment for Life (CfL) Update
Kevin Snyman, the CfL Programme Officer at
URC HQ summarises some of the CfL
achievements during the last six months.
Together with Programme Administrator Suzanne Pearson, he has been visiting
our churches, meeting folk committed to global justice and supporters of
Christian Aid through the various partner regions, ours at Southernhay being
Israel and the occupied Palestinian territories. See some moving stories below.
Looking at some current issues, Kevin reminds us that the good news is
that absolute poverty levels have decreased across the world, not least because
of the commitment of Christian Aid and other development charities like Global
Justice Now, which is also supported through CfL. The bad news is an increase
in inequality, seen in our own country too, and all the tragedies that it brings.
Accompanying this trend is an alarming increase in popularism, with people
feeling excluded in many ways, and fears being stoked by those using it for
their own selfish ends. We have all seen reports of an increase in antiSemitism, Islamophobia, increasing refugee problems, slavery and child labour.
At the same time, and partly because of it, our planet’s responses to
environmental degradation have been seen in record floods and droughts, crop
failures, plastic and air pollution and so much more. Who will speak up for the
earthworm?
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But as Christians we are called upon to be agents of hope. For God’s
kingdom we need to work for global justice and at the same time do what we can
where we are.
Commitment for Life has updated its logo in line with that of the URC (see at
the head of this article) which will also appear on the web and for on-line
communications.
There are several important campaigns currently running. Not least is
divestment from fossil fuels, now agreed at Mission Council of the URC, issues
of migration, threats to the NHS from years of under-funding and pushback
against any damaging trade deals with the US following the 31st October. More
information on these issues is available at https://www.globaljustice.org.uk/
On the 26th June, Christian Aid held its ‘The Time is Now’ action in
Parliament Square. Christians were asked to ensure that every MP heard the
message loud and clear: the time for action on climate change is now. Those
present celebrated their faith in action, lobbying political representatives,
praying together and energising each other for the challenges to come. See the
video: https://youtube/vv6qhSkwg7U
Israel and the occupied Palestinian territories – moving stories
One of Christian Aid’s long-term partners in this region is CFTA (Culture
and Free Thought Association) – it’s a bit of a mouthful but it does what it says
on the tin: things we may take for granted but when made available for those
without, gives people their identity and help them reach their full potential for
life. CFTA runs community activities for young children, teenagers and women
in Khan Yunis refugee camp in Gaza across six centres.
In 2018, over 1000 children attended summer camps where many
activities and programmes were initiated by the youngsters themselves. CFTA
has been working on peace-building strategies, particularly following the Great
March of Return, when many local people protested about denial of the right of
return for Palestinian refugees. Young people involved in the protests have been
helped to protect themselves in the face of conflict and to use non-violent
tactics in the face of violent situations, encouraging peaceful cultural activities
such as drama, music and writing. Many young people seek to leave Gaza because
of the multitude of conflicts there. CFTA has tried to combat this by
supporting young people to look for livelihood options there. It has also been
providing training for young people in relation to youth rights and community
issues in Gaza, arranging meetings to help launch community initiatives including
photography, film production and music….and so much more.
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Commitment for Life and Christian Aid in Exeter
Christian Aid’s Regional Coordinator for Devon and Deputy Head of South
West, Jill Stone, who some of you will have met, was recently on an extremely
moving visit to Palestine. She has offered to share some of her experiences
with us and will take part in a service at Southernhay, most probably the 20th or
27th October.
Meanwhile a street collection for Christian Aid in the city centre and in
Topsham in August raised £209.67, for which the Christian Aid office
administrator in Southampton, Gabby North, writes:
I thought you might like to hear about a project that your donation may
have gone to. Nicaragua is the second poorest country in Latin America
and one of the places most affected by climate change in the world. Yet
80% of the population depend on agriculture for survival. Our partner,
Adapta Nicaragua, protects the livelihoods of small and medium sized
cocoa and honey producers, building their resilience to climate change
through access to high quality climatic information. We help cocoa and
honey producers become more resilient to unpredictable weather and
increase the productivity of their crops, leading to greater potential for
investment in this impoverished region. Fernando Jose is one of the
beekeepers benefitting from the project. He says, ‘I have seen the
results in my own hives and in my income. With better income we can
improve the conditions of our family and our homes.’
Quiz night
There are posters around the church and elsewhere in this edition of P&N
to remind you of the details of a fun evening in support of Christian Aid. Folk at
Exeter central churches are being invited by South Street Baptist Church to
take part in a general knowledge quiz on Friday 27th September at 7pm (doors
open at 6.30) at their Palace Gate Centre.
We can come as individuals or make up a team of 6. If you are coming,
please put your name on one of the sign-up forms which will appear around the
church; it will help the hosts know how many to expect. There’s no charge,
simply a donation which will go towards the work of Christian Aid.

David Hogan
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Wisdom

Recently in our
Southernhay House Group we
discussed the topic of wisdom:
what actions are "wise" and what
we may think is foolish, thus
putting our own thoughts and
ideas on the actions of others
(and maybe ourselves). We
found it difficult to know what
apparently makes some people
appear wise.
To be wise depends so much on our own life experiences: things that
have happened to us whether good or bad. We act upon our experiences,
but only to the best of our ability. Is it that simple? Experience doesn't
always work like that because some may make decisions that others consider
foolish. But who are we to make judgements about what is right or wrong?
It is a concept that is very difficult to define.
Does someone's level of education make them wise? They may be wise
in that context but are they able to make choices we would consider sensible
in their lives? You can see the questions that arose in our discussion and how
difficult it becomes to really define wisdom.
Chris Avis had some interesting thoughts: "Knowledge, experience,
tolerance, longer term awareness and a sense of balance are some of the classic
definitions of wisdom, some of which I like to think exist more strongly at a
higher level than the ego and natural human self-centredness. When we
exercise wisdom in any form, usually unconsciously, I think it may be partly
because we have accessed, however fleetingly, a higher realm that surrounds us
all, perhaps where Love is the motivating power. Most traditional Christians
would call that 'The Holy Spirit' or 'The Presence of God' but for me, any
attempt to name such spiritual energy imprisons it within human limits of
comprehension and subsequent distortion, far from a true demonstration of
wisdom."
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Jesus' actions may not have always appeared wise as he mixed with
'tax collectors and sinners', but he was living out God's wisdom, showing
God's love to all and showing us how we should live. In other words, with a
life filled with love. This wisdom is not self-centred, it is part of thought for
others as ourselves, showing empathy and understanding.
After all our discussion, I feel that the understanding of wisdom is
an ongoing process, linked to our own lives as it continues to unfold.

Dianne Lane

Beyond Belief →

→→→

Christianity is not about belief, it's about what gives Life.
It's not about the future, it's about the Kingdom now.
It's not about a place to visit, it's about a state of well-being.
It's not about self-preservation, it's about loving wastefully.
It's not about individuality, it's about connectedness.
It's not about mere respect, it's about valuing others.
It's not about being rescued, it's about absorption of wrongs.
It's not about empty worship, it's about living Life to the full.
It's not about the physics of ritual, it's about the Spirit of Life.
It's not about God as a being, it's about the Beingness of God.
It's not about God helping us, it's about us helping God.
Author unknown.
Quoted at the recent PCN meeting in Crediton.

****
How many Germans does it take to change a light bulb?
One. They're efficient and not very funny.
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Six of the Best
After a sustained drought, all the villagers decided to pray for rain.
On the day of prayer, all the people gathered but only one boy came with an
umbrella.
That's FAITH.
When you throw babies in the air, they laugh because they know you will catch
them.
That's TRUST.
Every night we go to bed without any assurance of being alive the next morning,
but still we set the alarm to wake up.
That's HOPE.
We plan big things for tomorrow in spite of zero knowledge of the future.
That's CONFIDENCE.
We see the world suffering, but still we get married and have children.
That's LOVE.
On an old man's shirt was written: 'I am not 80 years old; I am sweet 16 with
64 years of experience.'
That's ATTITUDE.
With thanks to Jean Noble

I am not this hair, I am not this skin.
I am the soul that lives within.
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Rumi

Arrival of minister for new 'Resource Church'
The Church of England is resourcing a new church
plant at St Matthew's, Newtown, between
Heavitree Road and Belmont Park. The new
minister, Ed, studied at Exeter and used to worship
at Unlimited (at Mary Arches) and Exeter Network
Church, so he knows the city and is known by some
other Christians in the city already, which is nice. Please pray for Ed and his
work as he gets started. More info at
https://exeter.anglican.org/church-community-aimed-at-exeters-30000students-awarded-1-3m-to-get-started/

"In the course of my life I have developed five
little democratic questions. If one meets a
powerful person like Adolf Hitler, Joe Stalin or
Bill Gates, ask them five questions:
'What power have you got?
Where did you get it from?
In whose interests do you exercise it?
To whom are you accountable?
How can we get rid of you?'
If you cannot get rid of the people who govern you, you do not live in a
democratic system."
Tony Benn, in his final speech
before he retired from the House of Commons.
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Saints and Sinners
Apparently, there are more than 10.000
saints recognised by the Roman Catholic Church,
though many of them have vanished into the
mists of history.
More than a few saints possessed a strong
sense of humour, so it's a shame that in most
pictures of them they appear so solemn and
serious. St Philip Neri, a 16th-century Italian priest, was called “The Humorous
Saint.” Over his door he had a sign that read, “The House of Christian Mirth”
and he is quoted as saying that “A heart filled with joy is more easily made
perfect than one that is sad.”
When a young priest asked Philip what prayer would be the most
appropriate to say for a couple after a wedding Mass, Philip is said to have
replied, “A prayer for peace.”
St Francis de Sales also knew how to use a joke to good effect. He was a
great friend of St Jane Frances de Chantal, a French noblewoman, and
together, in 1610, they founded a religious order for women called the Visitation
Sisters. After Jane had initially decided to follow a strict religious life and
remain unmarried after being widowed, she continued to wear low-cut dresses
showing off her décolletage. On the night of their first meeting, Francis de
Sales took a look at her dress and quipped, “Madame, those who do not mean to
entertain guests should take down their signboard.”
Saintly humour continues up until modern times. Perhaps the best-known
contemporary example is Pope John 23rd, who served as Pope from 1958 to
1963. His most famous joke came when a journalist innocently asked him, “Your
Holiness, how many people work in the Vatican?” John paused for a moment and
said, “About half of them.”
St. Augustine of Hippo puckishly prayed, “Lord, give me chastity - but not
yet” and with good reason. He was highly sexed and is believed to have had a
succession of unhappy affairs before finally settling down with a woman with
whom he lived and to whom, by his own account, he was faithful for the next
fourteen years. His fascinating life story reads like a lurid page-turner,
culminating in his obsession for more than 40 years with proving the story of
Adam and Eve to be historically correct and therefore a justification for
treating sex as a sin.
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Augustine’s tortured recognition that involuntary arousal was an
inescapable presence shaped his most influential idea, one that transformed the
story of Adam and Eve and weighed down the centuries that followed, namely
'original sin.' And then, in a tragi-comic display of unbridled lunacy, the church
made him a saint!
Saints preserve us!

Chris Avis
And there will dawn a yet more marvellous day,
the saints with laughter sing and dance and play,
the Clown of Glory tumbles in the Way:
Alleluia! Alleluia!
With earth restored, with this our fragile star,
in gladness home from pilgrimage afar,
we find in God a joy that none can mar:
Alleluia! Alleluia!
Original words: William Walsham How (1823-1897),
adapted by Jim Cotter (1942-2014).

Spare Room – a quote to fill the space quota
"And if you would know God be not
therefore a solver of riddles.
Rather look about you and you shall see Him
playing with your children.
And look into space; you shall see Him
walking in the cloud, outstretching His arms
in the lightning and descending in rain.
You shall see Him smiling in flowers, then
rising and waving His hands in trees."
Kahlil Gibran – 'The Prophet'
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Any Questions?
With Bishop Jack Spong

If God is all loving, why do we have disasters like
earthquakes, famine and war?

Your question has been asked by religious people in every generation of human
history and no one has answered it satisfactorily yet. The question points to a logical
dilemma. If God is all-powerful then the existence of tragedy would demonstrate that
God is immoral. If God is all loving, the existence of tragedy would demonstrate that
God is impotent.
I think the problem is actually located in the operative definition of God that
people use unconsciously. I call that definition 'Theism.' Theism says that God is a
Being, perhaps the Supreme Being, who is supernatural in power, dwelling somewhere
outside this world, usually thought of as "above the sky" and who periodically invades the
world to accomplish the divine will.
It is that definition of God that, I believe, creates the problem that elicits your
question. It is also the definition of God that is universally dying today. Our expanded
consciousness has rendered that God to be immoral since God has the power to stop
tragedy but does not use it. Our expanded knowledge has rendered that God to be
unbelievable since natural laws are not given to miraculous interpretation in history.
Does this mean that God has become immoral and unbelievable? I do not think
so. What it does mean is that the theistic definition of God that human beings created
must now be seen as immoral and unbelievable. That drives us to seek new ways to
conceptualize God, a God beyond theism.
I believe that this is the most important task facing the Christian Church in the
21st century. It is too bad that so little of the Church's energy is directed to this
task. That lack of energy is a primary sign of the death of the Church. It is the Church
fiddling while the Church burns.
Bishop John Shelby Spong, November 2003
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July/August

Unless otherwise stated, all services begin at 10.30am

Southernhay
September 1st - Revd Amanda Harper (Communion)
8th - Revd Amanda Harper
15th - Revd Edward Hulme
22nd - Prof Stephen Lea
29th - Revd Amanda Harper (Harvest)

Heavitree
September 1st
- Revd Dick Gray
8th - Mrs Jean Potter
15th - Revd Roz Harrison
22nd - Ms Lorna Lewis
29th - Revd Roz Harrison (Joint Harvest service with Pinhoe)
October
6th - Revd Dick Gray
13th - Revd Roz Harrison

Pinhoe
September 1st - June Wilson
8th - Peter Brain
15th - Revd Roz Harrison
22nd - Jean Potter
29th - Harvest at Heavitree

Deadline for October P&N is Sunday 29th September
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